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Abstract—Following the experimental setup of the paper ’Meta
Reinforcement Learning for Optimal Design of Legged Robots’,
we have achieved numerous milestones in the reproduction
process. Upon configuring the simulation environment around
Raisim, essential packages including the model of our experi-
ment robot Anymal have been tested successfully. Besides, the
application of reinforcement-learning-related methods including
Proximal and Policy Optimization (PPO) and Model-Agnostic
Meta-Learning (MAML) have been studied relatively thoroughly,
in prepare for the next stage for our reproduction project.

I. INTRODUCTION

As arduous designing robots is, the parameters including
limbs length, servomotor torque and more are keeping the
designing from a clear insight into how these parameters
affecting the robots’ final performance. With the development
of machine learning, a novel approach featuring meta rein-
forcement learning may utilize computer science to optimize
the robotic design parameters.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In the field of legged robotics, due to the large number
of design parameters to be tuned, the process of design is
often troubled with unclear correlation between the design
parameters and the corresponding robot behaviors, resulting
in rather sparse principle in designing and model-based meth-
ods in computational designing optimization. In conventional
paradigm of design optimization, biology inspiration and hu-
man approximation are the widely used principle, leading to
the ambiguous relation between the parameters and robotic
output. While in computational paradigm, design is heavily
dependent on model-based approach with over-simplified con-
straints and results specifying in predetermined tasks.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

When encountering the insufficiency of training data in
machine learning, traditional approaches tend to return un-
satisfying results with data overfitting, while the difficulty of
acquiring data as training sets exists in most research fields as
well as robotics design. In 2017, Finn etc. proposed Model-
Agnostic Meta-Learning (MAML) to train a policy with rel-
atively small number of training data [1]. The TensorFlow
experiment compares the results to an oracle that receives
the identity of the task as an additional input to act as an
upper bound on the performance of the model, proving the
ability of MAML to do fast learning, to do multiple domains
meta-learning, and to keep improving with additional gradient
updates or examples.

In the work proposed by Belmonte-Baeza etc., a meta
reinforcement learning approach is proven feasible in op-
timizing the robotic design [2]. Specifically, a robust and
adaptive neural network controller framework is equipped
with a meta reinforcement learning locomotion control policy,
whose experimental results demonstrate the viability.

IV. TECHNICAL APPROACH

In order to exploit the robustness and versatility of
reinforcement-learning-based control methods to obtain a gen-
eralized locomotion policy, the approach to the demonstration
basically consists of two phases: using Meta-RL to train a
policy with randomly sampled design parameters and terrains
[4], and evaluating different different designs to find the one
maximizing design objectives. The processes of training and
optimization are separated, considering future utilization of the
training results for different optimizing objectives.

With the given design parameters, Markov Decision Process
(MDP) is used to model the locomotion control problem in the
first place. The MAML is then used to train the meta-policies,
ensuring fine-tuning with small amount of data during test
time. In the deisgn optimization process, CMA-ES is used for
the non-differentiable way of optimizing evaluation.

Fig. 1. Policy meta-training with MAML



Fig. 2. Design optimization with meta-policy

V. PRELIMINARY RESULT

Under the efforts of weeks, we have reached several monu-
mental achievements that would greatly lighten the burden for
the next stage of experimental reproduction and show promise
in obtaining our own results.

A. MDP Realization in Program

In the context of Anymal locomotion problem, we have
built the first version of MDP with its state space S, action
space A, transition probability function P(st+1|st, at), and
reward function R(st, at, st+1) : S ×A×S → R determined.
The MDP akin is, as in the paper, defined to be composed
as the velocity command, linear and angular body velocity,
joint states, frequency and phase of the gait pattern generators
for each foot, and the two last actions taken by the policy.
Besides, Gaussian policy with Multi Layer Perceptron and
Proximal Policy Optimization are used in policy modeling and
optimization [3].

B. MAML Test Run

Upon building a simple MAML framework with simple
random input, we have successfully executing a MAML
program running, as a practical feasibiltiy demonstration for
the later MAML running with true Anymal design parameters
input. The next step of optimizing the design parameters with
MAML is to determine the initial value and varying domain of
the parameters and the iteration details, which requires further
progress in the experiment setup.

C. Raisim Environment Configuration

Retrieving from the references and Github, we finished
the inital configuration of the simulation environment Raisim
in Linux Operation System. Additionally, the robot Anymal
and Anymal C together with their major sensors have been

presented in the simulator, which will followed by the terrain
setup and simulation under optimized design parameters.

Fig. 3. Raisim simulator setup

Fig. 4. Anymal visualization in Raisim

VI. CONCLUSION

The application of Meta-RL into the parameters design in
legged robotics has been demonstrated to be promising in
solving the conventional difficulties including sparse design
principle and model-constraint computational optimization.
We have reached the initial stage plan of the experimen-
tal reproduction, finishing the preliminary mathematical and
programming setup, as MDP realization and MAML testing
in an early stage, which lays important foundation for the
later work of doing the direct optimization and simulation
with Anymal in Raisim simulator. The work ahead includes
specified application of the mathematical frameworks param-
eters onto the Anymal locomotion control policy, and detailed
controlling commands of Raisim. The total work is set to be
finished by the end of the semester, producing the simulation
of the optimal design parameters and performance comparison
between different setup.
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